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summary to each electronic copy of the document.
SCH #:
Project Title:

Green Oask Restoration

Lead Agency: California Department of Parks and Recreation
Contact Name:
Email:

Ryan Diller

ryan.diller@parks.ca.gov

Phone Number:

Project Location: Ano Nuevo State Park
City

(831) 335-6318

San Mateo
County

Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
This Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (IS/MND) has been prepared by the California Department of Parks and
Recreation (DPR) to evaluate the potential environmental effects of the Green Oaks Restoration Project at Año Nuevo
State Park, located in San Mateo County, California. The proposed project would restore the natural hydrology of the
former Steele Ranch property, raising the seasonal groundwater table to support wet meadow and riparian habitat. The
project will maintain current habitat and create additional seasonal and perennial open water with enhanced adjacent
upland habitat for the benefit of California Red Legged Frogs and San Francisco Garter Snakes. The project will use the
natural topography of the landscape to enhance aquatic and terrestrial habitat for wildlife, while reducing the level of
future intervention required from State Parks staff to maintain this habitat.

Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The primary objectives of this project are to restore historic hydrology and therefore enhance habitat on site for the
benefit of aquatic and terrestrial wildlife. However, construction will involve the permanent removal of existing surface
vegetation and temporary soil disturbance which may provide suitable habitat for listed animal species. Table 10
summarizes the potential impacts to special status animal species and the discussion below describes potential impacts
to listed plant species.
Mitigation measures include the presence of qualified biologists and USFWS approved biological monitors with stop work
authority prior to the commencement of project activities. Biologists and monitors shall be on the project site while initial
ground-disturbing activities, set buffer zones, survey for sensitive species, and inspect any staging areas and vehicles or
equipment parked overnight. A Service-approved biologist will be on-call during all project activities. In addition to
specific mitigation and minimization measures, other project specific requirements, and DPR standardized statewide
project requirements, any adverse impact from this project will be mitigated by the amount of beneficial habitat created.
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

No known areas of controversy.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
California Department of Fish and Wildlife

